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Expedited Removal: Suggestions for Reform in
Light of the United States Commission on
International Religious Freedom Report
and the Real ID Act
SIMONA AGNOLUCCI*

Not like the brazen giant of Greek fame
With conquering limbs astride from land to land;
Here at our sea-washed, sunset gates shall stand
A mighty woman with a torch, whose flame
Is the imprisoned lightning, and her name
Mother of Exiles. From her beacon-hand
Glows world-wide welcome; her mild eyes command
The air-bridge harbor that twin cities frame.
"Keep ancient lands, your storied pomp!" cries she
With silent lips. "Give me your tired, your poor,
Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free,
The wretched refuse of your teeming shore.
Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost to me,
I lift my lamp beside the golden door!"'
INTRODUCTION
Najada is from Albania.' In her native country, her husband Guri is a
political dissident. One night, a group of armed and masked men come to
her house in search of Guri. They torture Guri, gang-rape Najada in
front of him, and disappear into the night, taking Guri with them. Najada
escapes, and through the good grace of a friend obtains a ticket to New
York City. Speaking no English, completely shaken by her rape, and
deeply troubled over the unknown fate of Guri, she arrives at New
York's John F. Kennedy International Airport, intending to seek asylum
* J.D. Candidate, University of California, Hastings College of the Law, 20o6. The author
would like to thank Professor Karen Musalo for her guidance and Eugene Chechenin for his research
memo on the Real ID Act.
I. EMMA LAZARUS, The New Colossus, THE POEMS OF EMMA LAZARUS (2002). This poem is
engraved on a tablet within the pedestal on which the Statue of Liberty stands.
2. This hypothetical is partly based on the true story of an Albanian refugee. See HUMAN RIGHTS
FIRST, Is THIS AMERICA? THE DENIAL OF DUE PROCESS TO ASYLUM SEEKERS IN THE UNITED STATES I
(2ooo), available at http://www.humanrightsfirst.orglrefugees/reports/due-process/due-process.htm.
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in the United States. At the airport, she explains to the immigration
inspector that she is afraid of returning to Albania, but he disregards her
story and sends her on the next flight home. As a result, Najada will not
be able to return to the United States for five years.
Imagine instead that after Najada recounts her experiences to the
immigration inspector, he sends her to another official to recount her
story once again. The second immigration official tells Najada that to be
admitted to the United States, she will have to see a judge, and places her
in a nearby detention center. In detention, Najada shares a room with a
violent criminal. She has no privacy to use the toilet and she is chained to
other detainees when she eats her meals. After two years of living in the
detention center, Najada is finally able to see an immigration judge for
her asylum hearing.
At the hearing, the judge tells Najada that her testimony is
inconsistent -that in court she is bringing up details that she never
mentioned when she spoke with immigration officials after arriving from
Albania. Najada explains that at the airport, she had been too shaken,
traumatized and disoriented to go into very much detail about her stillrecent rape. The judge does not believe her and sends her back to
Albania. Najada is now in the same place she was three years ago. The
only difference is that she is even more shaken, having lived in prisonlike conditions for two years and having been accused of lying about
events so traumatizing that they caused her to flee her native country.
Moreover, she continues to live in fear, knowing that her attackers could
return at any time.
Undocumented persons3 enter the United States every day. Even
though many of them are attempting to seek asylum, under a law passed
by Congress in 1996,' ninety-nine percent of undocumented persons are
sent back to their home countries immediately through a process known
as "Expedited Removal."5 Those who enter the United States are
detained, often under horrible conditions and sometimes for years. When
they finally appear before an immigration judge, many are sent home for
alleged inconsistencies between their testimony before the judge and
statements they originally made at the point of entry, even though their
testimony and prior statements are often consistent.

3. The term "alien" is commonly used in immigration law discourse to refer to undocumented
persons and noncitizens. Because of the pejorative connotations of the term "alien," this Note instead
uses the term "undocumented person(s)." See generally Kevin R. Johnson, "Aliens" and the United
States Immigration Laws: the Social and Legal Constructionof Nonpersons, 28 U. MIAMI INTER-AM. L.

263 (1997) (analyzing the racial code used in the term "alien"). However, this Note retains the
term "alien" as it appears in quoted materials.
4. Omnibus Consolidated Appropriations Act, 1997, Pub. L. No. 104-2o8, div. C., io Stat. 3009546 (1996) (codified in scattered sections of 8 and I8U.S.C.).
5. HUMAN RIGHTS FIRST, supra note 2.
REV.
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This Note examines the practice of Expedited Removal in light of a
recent congressionally-mandated study of the process by the United
States Commission on International Religious Freedom (the USCIRF
Study). Part I reviews the history and legislative intent of Expedited
Removal. Part II discusses the government's traditional refusal to allow
investigative access to the process and introduces the USCIRF Study.
Parts III-V examine significant problems with Expedited Removal at
three stages in the process in light of recent changes in immigration law
under the Real ID Act of 2005 and of information released in the
USCIRF Study.
Part III discusses the often unwarranted refusals to admit into the
United States undocumented persons expressing a credible fear of
persecution and the lack of review of these refusals. This Part suggests
that administrative hearings following such refusals would safeguard
undocumented persons from improper removal. Part IV discusses the
denial of asylum to applicants whose testimony before an immigration
judge is deemed inconsistent with previous statements made at the point
of entry and analyzes the impact of the Real ID Act on such
inconsistencies. This Part examines circuit court cases which have
appropriately weighed testimony at various stages of asylum applications
outside the context of Expedited Removal, and suggests that
immigration courts should not base credibility findings on: (I) immaterial
inconsistencies between an applicant's statements at the point of entry
and her testimony before an immigration judge; or (2) omissions at the
point of entry of certain details of an applicant's asylum claim. This Part
also suggests that Congress amend the Real ID Act in light of both the
USCIRF Study's findings and the circumstances under which
undocumented persons make statements at points of entry. Part V
examines problems with the current detention system for those awaiting
adjudication of their asylum applications and explains why one of the
solutions offered by the USCIRF Study may lead to further injustices in
the Expedited Removal process. This Part suggests that rather than place
undocumented persons who have demonstrated a credible fear of
persecution in detention, immigration officials should parole such
persons in the United States provided that they meet certain criteria.
I.
A.

EXPEDITED REMOVAL

HISTORY

Before 1996, those seeking admission to the United States without
proper documentation were entitled to a hearing before an immigration
judge to determine their admissibility.6 Undocumented persons were also
6. D.C. Circuit Upholds Dismissal of Expedited Removal Challenges, 77 No. 4 INTERPRETER
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eligible for both administrative and judicial review of the immigration
judge's decision.7 In 1996, Congress passed the Illegal Immigration and
Immigrant Responsibility Act (IIAIRA).8 The IIAIRA introduced
Expedited Removal, a process by which persons arriving at United States
points of entry without documentation or with fraudulent documents can
be ordered removed from the United States immediately by immigration
inspectors.9 Upon removal, these undocumented persons may not return
to the United States for the following five years, regardless of whether
they later seek entry with proper documentation. I" The stakes for
arriving undocumented persons who are subject to Expedited Removal
are, therefore, very high."
In order to safeguard the rights of undocumented persons seeking
refuge from persecution in their home countries, the IIAIRA provides
that an undocumented person who expresses fear of returning to her
home country to the interrogating immigration officer be referred to an
asylum officer" to determine whether she possesses a "credible fear" of
persecution. 3 If the person does not demonstrate a credible fear of
persecution to the asylum officer, she is returned to her home country
"without further hearing or review"" unless she promptly requests
review by an immigration judge.'5
The immigration judge's review of the credible fear finding is
extremely limited in scope. It must take place "to the maximum extent
practicable within twenty-four hours" but no later than seven days after
the credible fear determination, and does not even require the presence
of the undocumented person-the interview can be conducted by
telephone or video. 6 Furthermore, review before an immigration judge
does not allow the undocumented person the right to representation by
an attorney; although counsel may be present to assist the person as a
consultant, the consultant is not guaranteed the right to make opening
and closing statements, call or cross-examine witnesses, or object to
(West Group) 122, 122 (Jan. 24, 2000).
7. Id.
8. Omnibus Consolidated Appropriations Act, div. C., iso Stat. at 3009-546.

RELEASES

9. 8 U.S.C. § 1225(b))(A)(i) (2000).

io.Omnibus Consolidated Appropriations Act, div. C., iso Stat. at 3009-576.
ii.D.C. Circuit Upholds Dismissal of Expedited Removal Challenges,supra note 6, at 122.
12. 8 U.S.C. § I225(b)(i)(A)(ii). The arriving person's first encounter with an immigration official
is known as "primary inspection." If, at primary inspection, the individual is undocumented or
produces fraudulent documentation, she is referred to "secondary inspection," where she may express
to the interviewing officer her fear of return to her home country. The officer interviewing her at
secondary inspection then has the option of referring her for a "credible fear" interview with an
asylum officer.
13. Id. § 1225(b)(i)(B)(ii).
14. Id. § I225(b)(i)(B)(iii).
15. Id. § 1225(b)(i)(B)(iii)(III).

i6. Id.
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written evidence.
If the asylum officer decides, on the other hand, that the
undocumented person has demonstrated a credible fear of persecution
by establishing a "significant possibility" that she could be eligible for
asylum,'8 she may be detained "for further consideration of the
application for asylum."' 9 Although the IIAIRA does not specify the
manner in which persons demonstrating a credible fear of persecution
should be detained, agency guidelines allow persons awaiting an asylum
hearing to be released on parole if they "meet the credible fear standard,
can establish identity and community ties, and are not subject to any
possible bars to asylum involving violence or misconduct.""
Expedited Removal originally applied to all undocumented persons
arriving at a United States port of entry." Congress also gave the
Attorney General discretionary authority to apply Expedited Removal
to certain non-citizens who have been in the United States less than two
years. " In 2002, the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS), acting
under this authority, expanded Expedited Removal to apply to nonCubans who entered the United States by sea and who had not been
continuously physically present in the United States for the previous two
years. 3 In August 2004, Secretary of Homeland Security Tom Ridge
announced that the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 4 would
once again exercise discretionary authority and expand Expedited
Removal. 5 Ridge's announcement authorized Border Patrol to apply
Expedited Removal to undocumented persons within one hundred miles
of the United States border who cannot establish "to the satisfaction of
17. See OFFICE OF THE CHIEF IMMIGRATION JUDGE, U.S. DEP'T OF JUSTICE, OPERATING POLICY AND
PROCEDURE MEMORANDUM 97-3, PROCEDURES FOR CREDIBLE FEAR AND CLAIMED STATUS REVIEWS 10

nbo (Mar. 25, 1997), availableat http://www.usdoj.gov/eoir/efoia/ocij/oppm97/97-3.pdf.
18. 8 U.S.C. § 122 5 (b)(I)(B)(v).
19. Id. § 1225(b)(i)(B)(ii). In order to be eligible for asylum, an applicant must demonstrate that
she has a "well-founded fear" of persecution on account of her race, religion, nationality, membership
in a particular social group, or political opinion. Id. § 1158; Id. § IIoi(a)(42)(A) (SUPP. II 2003). The
standard for demonstrating a well-founded fear is more rigorous than that for demonstrating a
credible fear. However, to establish a well-founded fear of persecution, an applicant need not show
that it is more likely than not that she will be persecuted. INS v. Cardoza-Fonseca, 48o U.S. 421, 430
(1987).
20. OFFICE OF FIELD OPERATIONS, INS, EXPEDITED REMOVAL: ADDITIONAL POLICY GUIDELINES
(Dec. 30, 1997).
21.

8 U.S.C. § 1225.

22. Id. § 122 5 (b)(I)(A)(iii).

23. Notice Designating Aliens Subject to Expedited Removal, 67 Fed. Reg. 68,924, 68,925-26
(Nov. 13, 2002).

24. In 2003, the Homeland Security Act of 2002 abolished the INS. Pub. L. 107-296, 116 Stat.
2137, 2177-212 (2002). Various departments of the newly-created Department of Homeland Security
appropriated the functions of the former INS. Id.
25. Notice Designating Aliens for Expedited Removal, 69 Fed. Reg. 48,877, 48,88o-81 (Aug. II,
2004).
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an immigration officer that they have been physically present in the
United States continuously for the fourteen-day (I4-day) period
immediately prior to the date of the encounter" with the immigration
officer. 26
B.

LEGISLATIVE INTENT

The IIAIRA was intended to protect the United States' borders
from illegal immigrants2 7 while ensuring that those who were persecuted
in their home countries be permitted to remain in the United States."
Although passed to increase the efficiency of the immigration process
and to safeguard borders, the IIAIRA was also motivated by concern for
protecting the rights of those fleeing persecution.29 Proponents of the bill
emphasized the importance of providing "major safeguards" for asylum
seekers, noting that the law "must not turn a blind eye to egregious
violations of human rights."3 In connection with the 2004 expansion of
Expedited Removal, Ridge reiterated Congress's original aims in passing
the IIAIRA, stating that the expansion of Expedited Removal would
enhance national security and simplify removal of undocumented
persons "while at the same time protecting the rights of the individuals
affected."'" Ridge further announced that the DHS was "confident that
the experience gained through implementation of the expedited removal
program at ports of entry [would] enable DHS
to expand the program in
32
a manner that is both effective and humane.
Expedited Removal was also intended to prevent frivolous asylum
claims from reaching federal court, thus streamlining the asylum
application process and unburdening the asylum adjudication system.33
Despite its interest in promoting efficiency, Congress was also concerned
with ensuring that those seeking asylum be entitled to a fair process
throughout the course of their applications.
The sensitivity to protecting the rights of asylum seekers expressed
by those supporting both the adoption and expansion of Expedited
26. Id.
27. Statement by President William J. Clinton Upon Signing H.R. 3610, 32 WEEKLY COMP. PRES.
Doc. 1935 (Oct. 7, 1996), 1996 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3388 (Sept. 30, 1996) (regarding Omnibus Consolidated
Appropriations Act, 1997).
28. 142 CONG. REC. SbO5 7 2-oI, 10572 (daily ed. Sept. 16, 1996) (statement of Sen. Simpson).
29. 142 CONG. REC. HIIO7I-O2, iIo8i (daily ed. Sept. 25, 1996) (statement of Rep. Hyde).
30. Id.
31. Notice Designating Aliens for Expedited Removal, 69 Fed. Reg. 48,877, 48,88o-8i (Aug. ii,
2004).
32. Id.
33. See INS Rules and Regulations on Inspection and Expedited Removal of Aliens, 62 Fed. Reg.
10312, 10319 (Mar. 6, 1997).

34. See Am. Immigration Lawyers Ass'n v. Reno, 18 F. Supp. 2d 38, 54 (D.D.C. 1998), affd, 199
F.3d 1352 (D.C. Cir. 2ooo); INS Rules and Regulations on Inspection and Expedited Removal of
Aliens, 62 Fed. Reg. at 10319.
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Removal coincides with the United States' obligations under
International Law. The 1967 Protocol to the 1951 Convention Relating
to the Status of Refugees" provides that the United States may not
return a refugee to "the frontiers or territories where his life would be
threatened on account of his race, religion, nationality, membership in a
particular social group or political opinion." 6 Furthermore, the Protocol
requires that contracting states "facilitate the assimilation and
naturalization of refugees" and "make every effort to expedite
naturalization proceedings and to reduce as far as possible the charges
and costs of such proceedings."37 In addition, the United States has
ratified the Convention Against Torture and agreed not to remove
people to a country where they are in danger of being tortured."
II.

A.

STUDIES OF EXPEDITED REMOVAL AND THE

USCIRF

STUDY

HISTORICAL RELUCTANCE TO ALLOW STUDIES OF EXPEDITED REMOVAL

Despite the lack of judicial authority to rectify reported problems
with Expedited Removal,39 immigration authorities have been reluctant
to bring these problems to light. When a scholarly research project at the
University of California, Hastings College of the Law sought to collect
and analyze data on the implementation of Expedited Removal, the INS
denied the majority of the study's requests for cooperation in obtaining
access to data and permission to conduct onsite observations." The INS
remained unresponsive to the study's Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) requests until the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)
presented a similar FOIA request and filed suit when the INS refused to

35. Although the United States is not a signatory to the United Nations Convention Relating to
the Status of Refugees, by ratifying the 1967 Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees, the United
States bound itself to obligations set forth in Articles 2 through 34 of the Convention. Protocol
Relating to the Status of Refugees art. I, Jan. 31, 1967, I9 U.S.T. 6223, 6o6 U.N.T.S. 267 (entered into
force Nov. t, 1968) [hereinafter 1967 Protocol] ("The States Parties to the present Protocol undertake
to apply articles 2 to 34 inclusive of the Convention to refugees as hereinafter defined."). The Supreme
Court has stated that Congress intended United States refugee law to conform with the 1967 Protocol.
Sale v. Haitian Ctrs. Council, 509 U.S. 155, 178 (993); INS v. Cardoza-Fonseca, 480 U.S. 421, 436
(1987).
36. 1967 Protocol, supra note 35, art. 33.
37. Id. art. 34.
38. Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment, Feb. 4, 1985, 1465 U.N.T.S. 85, modified, 24 I.L.M. 535, G.A. Res. 39/46, U.N. GAOR,
39th Sess., Supp. No. 51, at 197, U.N. Doe. A/39/5i (I985).
39. See Mary Kenney, DHS Announces Unprecedented Expansion of Expedited Removal to the
Interior,PRACTICE ADVISORY (Am. Immigration Law Found., Washington, D.C.), Aug. 13, 2004, at 1, 2,
availableat http://www.ailf.org/lac/lac-pa-o817o4.pdf; see also infra Part IV.A.2.
40. CENTER FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, HASTINGS
COLLEGE OF THE LAW, REPORT ON THE FIRST THREE YEARS OF IMPLEMENTATION OF EXPEDITED REMOVAL
(20OO), reprinted in 15 NOTRE DAME J.L. ETics & PUB. POL'Y I, 10 (2001) [hereinafter HASTINGS
REPORT].
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respond.4' Only in the interest of avoiding litigation did the INS agree to
negotiate with the ACLU and to allow the Hastings study researchers to
participate in negotiations.' Furthermore, despite the fact that the INS
provided the Hastings study with some statistical information, it
nonetheless refused to allow onsite visits,43 thus barring a truly
comprehensive analysis of the Expedited Removal process.
B.

USCIRF STUDY
The United States Commission on International Religious Freedom
(the Commission) is an independent, bipartisan federal agency
established by the International Religious Freedom Act of 1998.' In
1999, the Commission appointed experts to examine whether legislative
changes under the IIAIRA enabled immigration officers to engage in
conduct interfering with the United States' obligation to offer asylum to
those suffering persecution.45 These experts conducted a study examining
whether immigration officers were: (I) improperly encouraging
withdrawals of applications for admission; (2) incorrectly failing to refer
undocumented persons for credible fear determinations; (3) incorrectly
removing undocumented persons to countries where they may face
persons, or
persecution; or (4) improperly detaining undocumented
46
detaining them under inappropriate conditions.
The USCIRF Study elucidates for the first time problems with the
Expedited Removal process which had been obscured due to the INS's
historic reluctance to allow full access to the process.47 The USCIRF
Study is significant in that it represents the opinions and findings of
experts from a variety of backgrounds, including former INS officers,
non-governmental organization directors, refugee law professors, doctors
specializing in treatment of torture survivors, experienced immigration
attorneys, psychologists, and statisticians. 4' The USCIRF Study's relative
impartiality distinguishes it from former government-sanctioned
inquiries into the Expedited Removal process 49 and as a result lends it
THE

41.
42.
43.
44.

Id. at 12-13.
Id. at 13.
Id. at i5.
International Religious Freedom Act, Pub. L. No. 105-292, 112 Stat. 2787 (1998) (codified in

scattered sections of 22 U.S.C.).
45. 22 U.S.C. § 6474 (2000).
46. I U.S. COMM'N ON INT'L

RELIGOUS FREEDOM, ASYLUM SEEKERS IN EXPEDITED REMOVAL 3

available
at
http://www.uscirf.gov/countries/globallasylum%5Frefugees/2oo5/february/
execsum.pdf [hereinafter ASYLUM SEEKERS].
47. See supra Part II.A; HASTINGS REPORT, supra note 40, at to.
48. ASYLUM SEEKERS, supra note 46, at 17-19.
(2oo5),

49. When Congress enacted the IIAIRA, it requested that the General Accounting Office
(GAO) carry out a study of Expedited Removal. HASTINGS REPORT, supra note 40, at 16 n.52. The
GAO issued its report in March 1998. U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, ILLEGAL ALIENS: CHANGES IN
THE PROCESS OF DENYING ALIENS ENTRY INTO THE UNITED STATES (1998). The GAO report "entailed
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further credibility.
The Commission-appointed experts observed inspection and
collected data at seven major United States ports of entry, reviewed
documents pertaining to the Expedited Removal process as they were
later used in asylum hearings, compared the detention standards of
potential asylees to correctional standards, evaluated the appropriateness
of detention standards, examined the extent to which individuals in
Expedited Removal received legal representation, and assessed the
potential impact of representation (or lack thereof) on asylum
claimants." The USCIRF Study identified several problems with the
Expedited Removal process and, in some cases, suggested solutions.
Most of these solutions are likely to improve Expedited Removal.
However, the traditional problems associated with Expedited Removal,
the numerous difficulties with asylum adjudication, and recent changes in
immigration law under the Real ID Act5' shed new light on the USCIRF
Study's findings and call for additional reform.
III.

THREE PROBLEMS WITH EXPEDITED REMOVAL AND
SUGGESTIONS FOR REFORM

A. THE USCIRF STUDY'S FINDINGS AT POINTS OF ENTRY
The INS (now DHS) Inspector's Field Manual emphasizes the
importance of ensuring that "the basic rights of all aliens [be]
preserved"5 2 during Expedited Removal due to the "sensitivity of the
program and the potential consequences of a summary removal."53
Interim regulations require that undocumented persons in Expedited
Removal be given information concerning the asylum process regardless
of whether they have expressed fear of persecution or the intent to apply
for asylum." However, undocumented persons who have fled their home
countries because of persecution are not always informed of the
opportunity to apply for asylum or of the requirements for such an
application.5 Furthermore, there have been many reported instances in
which "United States citizens, legal permanent residents, others with
valid legal status, and asylum-seekers have all been erroneously denied
very limited on-site observation of the process and relied largely upon the INS's own records of
compliance or non-compliance with formal requirements" and "did not undertake to evaluate the
accuracy of decision-making in the expedited removal process." HASTINGS REPORT, supra note 40, at 16
n.52.
50. ASYLUM SEEKERS, supra note 46, at 3.
5 1. Real ID Act of 2005, Pub. L. No. 109-13, 119 Stat. 231 (2oo5) (codified in scattered sections of

8 U.S.C.).
52. DEPT. OF HOMELAND SECURITY, INS INSPECTOR'S FIELD MANUAL § 17.i5(a).

53. Id.
54. 8 C.F.R. § 235.3(b)(2)(i) (2005); Dep't of Homeland Security Citizenship and Immigration
Services Form 1-867A/B.
55. ASYLUM SEEKERS, supra note 46, at 6.
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entry and ordered removed." 6
The USCIRF Study found that in fifteen percent of observed cases
in which a person arriving at a point of entry expressed fear of return to
her country to the interrogating immigration officer, she was not referred
for a credible fear interview." Moreover, several of these people had
specifically expressed fear of religious, ethnic, or political persecution in
their home countries-the exact grounds for granting asylum." What is
most disturbing, and what was "of particular concern" to the
Commission, is that in over half of the cases in which an undocumented
person expressed fear of returning to her home country, the interviewing
immigration inspector indicated in his sworn statement that the person
had claimed she had no fear of returning to her country."
The inadequacies of the referral process are apparent from the
observations described above and are particularly concerning in that they
reflect the observed behavior of immigration inspectors. The
"Hawthorne effect" describes situations in which participants in
observational studies are aware that their behavior is being observed and
exercise more care as a result. 6° Such changes in participants' behavior
skew the results of observational studies. The USCIRF Study's data
may reflect such distortions. The immigration inspectors who improperly
denied undocumented persons access to a credible fear interview and not
only omitted but patently misrepresented-in sworn affidavits-reported
statements of fear of persecution were fully aware that they were being
observed by Commission experts. Therefore, the USCIRF Study's
findings may only begin to uncover problems with Expedited Removal,
as improper denials and misrepresentations may occur more frequently
when immigration inspectors are not under observation. The Report
notes that it is impossible to appreciate the degree to which the
Hawthorne effect distorted its findings, but that it is likely that its
findings represent "some degree of underestimation" of the problems
observed .6
The USCIRF Study also interviewed groups of undocumented
persons who requested the opportunity to apply for asylum but were
"refused and 'pushed back' at primary inspection."6 The Commission's
56.
57.
58.
59.

Id.; see also HASTINGS REPORT, supra note 40, at 6I.
ASYLUM SEEKERS, supra note 46, at 6.
See 8 U.S.C. § 1158 (2000); Id. § IIoi(a)(42)(A) (Supp. 112003).
ASYLUM SEEKERS, supra note 46, at 6.

6o. See, e.g., John G. Adair, The Hawthorne Effect: A Reconsideration of the Methodological
Artifact, 69 J. APPLIED PSYCHIATRY 334,334 (1984).
6. Id.
62. 2 U.S. COMM'N ON INT'L RELIGOUS FREEDOM, ASYLUM SEEKERS IN EXPEDITED REMOVAL 30-31

(2005),
available
at
http://www.uscirf.gov/countries/global/asylum-refugees/2oo5/february/
ERSRptVoII.pdf.
63. ASYLUM SEEKERS, supra note 46, at 6. For discussion of the primary and secondary inspection
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experts had not observed these incidents, but only learned of them
because the "pushed-back" persons later re-attempted entry on a
different day and were referred for a credible fear interview. ' These
incidents further demonstrate that inadequacies uncovered by the
observed portion of the USCIRF Study likely represent only a portion of
the serious misconduct taking place in the Expedited Removal process.
B.

LACK OF ADMINISTRATIVE AND JUDICIAL REVIEW

In response to the USCIRF Study's findings, Customs and Border
Patrol (CBP), whose personnel conduct border inspections of
undocumented persons, has expressed that it is "very concerned and
dismayed that this is happening contrary to policy, and is taking steps to
address this." 6' Although CBP's concern is a welcome response to the
violations uncovered by the USCIRF Study, it is not particularly
reassuring in light of existing review of the Expedited Removal process.
Administrative regulations provide for extremely limited review of
decisions to remove an undocumented person from the United States. If
an undocumented person is not referred for a credible fear interview at
the port of entry, her removal order is subject to review by a supervisor
before it is deemed final.6 Supervisory review is limited to "a review of
the sworn statement and any answers and statements made by the alien
regarding a fear of removal or return."' Such review is problematic
because it only examines the undocumented person's statements as they
have been recorded by the interviewing immigration inspector. Because,
as discussed above, many serious problems at secondary inspection are
related to the immigration officer's failure to record an undocumented
person's expressed fear of persecution, review of the officer's statement
will not bring these problems to light.
Judicial review of determinations made in the Expedited Removal
phases, see supra note 12 and accompanying text.
64. ASYLUM SEEKERS, supra note 46, at 6. Presumably, the "pushed-back" applicants were not
formally removed during their initial attempt to enter the United States, or they would not have been
able to return for five years. See supra note i I and accompanying text. Immigration inspectors' failure
to document entry attempts is troubling given the erroneous denials of admission uncovered by the
USCIRF Study.
65. ASYLUM SEEKERS, supra note 46, at 6 (citing Letter from Michael J. Hrinyak, Acting Executive
Director, Immigration Policy and Programs, Office of Field Operations, to Mark Hetfield,
International Commission on Religious Freedom (Feb. 2, 2005)); see also Memorandum from Michael
A. Pearson, Executive Associate Commissioner, Office of Field Operations, Immigration and
Naturalization Service, to Regional Directors (Feb. 6, 2002) (on file with the author) (discussing
undocumented persons seeking asylum at land border ports of entry).
66. 8 C.F.R. § 235.3(b)( 7 ) (2005).
67. Id. If the undocumented person has made a claim of lawful admission or parole (for example,
if she was found to have fraudulent documents but claims to be in fact documented), the supervisor
"may request additional information from any source and may require further interview of the alien."
Id.
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process is limited to determinations of (I) whether the petitioner is an
"alien"; (2) whether the petitioner was ordered removed under 8 U.S.C.
§ 1225(b)(i); 6 and (3) whether the petitioner can prove by a
preponderance of the evidence that she previously has been admitted for
permanent residence, has been admitted as a refugee, or has been
granted asylum. 69 In determining whether the petitioner was ordered
removed under 8 U.S.C. § 1225(b)(I), a court's inquiry is limited to
whether a removal order was in fact issued and whether it related to the
petitioner.' The IIAIRA does not provide for review of whether an
undocumented person is actually inadmissible or entitled to any relief
from removal. 7' Furthermore, recent amendments to immigration law
under the Real ID Act bar undocumented persons from seeking review
of removal orders through habeas corpus, mandamus, or other
extraordinary petitions."
Furthermore, courts cannot review the "as-applied" unwritten
policies and practices of immigration officials, but are limited to review
of regulations, written policy directives and guidelines, or written
procedures.73 Because courts must defer to agency interpretations of
statutes, challenges to immigration regulations and written procedures
are limited to review of whether the regulations are based on a
"permissible construction of the statute."74 When, as in the IIAIRA,
Congress has explicitly instructed an agency to promulgate regulations
carrying out its mandates, a court's inquiry is limited to "whether the
agency's actions in promulgating the regulations were 'arbitrary,
capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with
law."' 75 Furthermore, under the IIAIRA, regulations must be reviewed
within sixty days of their implementation. 6 Because written materials
governing the Expedited Removal process were adopted well over sixty
days ago, a person who wishes to challenge these regulations today
68. 8 U.S.C. § 225(b)(i) is the statute providing for expedited removal of inadmissible
undocumented persons.
69. 8 U.S.C.A. § 1252(e)(2) (2005).
70. Id. § 1252(e)(5).
71. Id.
72. Real ID Act of 2005, Pub. L. No. 109-13 § io6, ii

9

Stat. 231 (2005) (codified at 8 U.S.C.

§ 1252(a)(2)(A)). For a discussion of how the Real ID Act's provisions contradict the United States'
obligations under international and domestic law, see generally Noah S. Leavitt, The REAL ID Act:
How It Violates United States Treaty Obligations,Insults InternationalLaw, Undermines Our Security,
and Betrays Eleanor Roosevelt's Legacy, FINDLAW LEGAL COMMENTARY (WRrr), May 9, 2005,

http://writ.news.findlaw.com/leavitt/2oo55o9.html.
73. Am. Immigration Lawyers Ass'n v. Reno, i8 F. Supp. 2d 38, 58 (D.D.C. 1998), afj'd, I99 F.3d
1352 (D.C. Cir. 2000).

74. See Chevron USA, Inc. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 843 (1984); Am.
Immigration Lawyers Ass'n, 18 F. Supp. 2d at 53.

75. Am. Immigration Lawyers Ass'n, 18 F. Supp. 2d at 53 (quoting Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass'n v.
State Farm Mut. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29,41 (1983)).
76. 8 U.S.C.A. § 1252(e)(3)(B).
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cannot obtain even the extremely limited (and extremely deferential)
judicial review allowed under the IIAIRA'
Limitations on the review of determinations made in the Expedited
Removal process render any judicial recourse guaranteed to
undocumented
persons essentially meaningless. In American
Immigration Lawyers Association (AILA) v. Reno,78 a federal district
court expressed serious concern with its lack of power to review
immigration agency practices:
The Court is, nevertheless, troubled by the effects of Congress's
decision to immunize the unwritten actions of an agency from judicial
review, particularly where, as here, so much discretion is placed in the
hands of individual INS agents who face only a supervisor's review of
their decisions. In their complaints, plaintiffs have alleged serious
failures by the INS to follow its own regulations in the treatment of
aliens arriving in the United States. Therefore, the Court, in the
strongest language possible, admonishes the Immigration and
Naturalization Service to comply with its own regulations, policies, and
procedures in providing aliens with the treatment, facilities, and
information required by the agency's regulations, policies, and
procedures.79
Because courts are essentially powerless to review immigration
agency practices, many of the solutions to the inadequacies inherent in
the Expedited Removal process depend solely on CBP's actions, which,
until now, have failed to guarantee a sufficiently fair process to
undocumented persons undergoing Expedited Removal. 8° Although the
AILA court strongly admonished the INS for its failure to safeguard the
rights of arriving undocumented persons, the Report makes clear that
the INS and its progeny have not taken such admonishments to heart.
Little has changed in the seven years since AILA, and recent changes in
immigration law have further limited courts' ability to review agency
practices.8 ' Given the practical ineffectiveness of any safeguards provided
by 8 U.S.C. § 1225(b)(I), some form of review is needed.
C. THE NEED FOR REVIEW
Efficiency was one of the justifications for the introduction of
Expedited Removal."z When Congress passed the IIAIRA, it believed
that decisions previously reserved for an immigration judge and
77. See 8 C.F.R. § 235.3(b)( 3 )(2)(ii) (zooo); see also INS, INSPECTOR'S FIELD MANUAL (Mar. 2ooi),
available at http://www.asylumlaw.org/legal-tools/index.cfm?category-76&countrylD=194; DEP'T OF
HOMELAND SEC., DETENTION AND DEPORTATION OFFICERS' FIELD MANUAL

(Dec.

2002).

78. Am. Immigration Lawyers Ass'n, 18 F. Supp. 2d at 58.
79. Id.
So. See ASYLUM SEEKERS, supra note 46, at 6.
81. See Real ID Act of 2005, Pub. L. No. 109-13 § lO6, 119 Stat. 231 (2005) (codified at 8 U.S.C.
§ 1252(a)(2)(A)).
82. See 142 CONG. REC. So 5 7 2-oi, 10572 (daily ed. Sept. 16, 1996) (statement of Sen. Simpson).
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previously reviewable by the Board of Immigration Appeals could be
handed over to low-level immigration inspectors for the sake of
efficiency."s However, it is apparent from the USCIRF Study that these
immigration officials do not always perform diligently, and it is hard to
believe that Congress imagined paying such a high price for efficiency
when it passed the IIAIRA.
The probability that the current Congress will amend federal law to
provide for more judicial review of DHS practices is low. Critics have
argued that courts should be permitted to scrutinize immigration laws,
and that giving exclusive and unfettered discretion to the executive
branch creates a sphere "of government activity in which the
Constitution does not apply."'' 4 Despite such criticism, Congress has not
been responsive and is unlikely to become so, as indicated by the recent
passage of the Real ID Act, which further limits review of DHS
practices.8
What is needed, instead, is an internal system of checks and balances
to ensure that as-applied policies comply with written directives and that
these directives are effectively implemented. The administrative review
available to undocumented persons, which is limited to review of
immigration officers' written reports, 86 does little to remedy many of the
problems at secondary inspection. Administrative review would better
address problems at secondary inspection if the undocumented person
could interact directly with the reviewing officer. To this end, an
undocumented person ordered removed from the United States after her
initial interaction with an immigration inspector should be allowed an
administrative hearing before a senior immigration inspector who is
familiar with the USCIRF Study's findings and who understands the
often sensitive circumstances of an undocumented person's arrival at a
port of entry.8 Because the solution proposed herein relies on CBP to
protect undocumented persons, it is imperative that the supervisors
reviewing removal decisions be selected carefully and trained
extensively. Given CBP's expressed desire to remedy problems with
Expedited Removal," CBP should make such selection and training a
83. See 8 U.S.C. § 11o5(a)(4) (1970)

(repealed and replaced by Omnibus Consolidated

Appropriations Act, 1997, Pub. L. No. 104-2o8, div. C, Iio Stat. 3009 (1996)); Lisa J. Laplante,
Expedited Removal at United States Borders: A World Without a Constitution, 25 N.Y.U. REV. L. &
SoC. CHANGE 213, 215 (1999).

84. Laplante, supra note 83, at 218; see also M. Isabel Medina, Judicial Review-A Nice Thing?
Article IlI,
Separationof Powers and the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act
of1996,29 CONN. L. REV. 1525, 1556 (1997).
85. See Real ID Act of 2005, Pub. L. No. 109-13 § lO6 (2005) (codified at 8 U.S.C.A.
§ 1252(a)(2)(A)).

86. See supra notes 66-67 and accompanying text.
87. See infra Part IV.B.
88. See ASYLUM SEEKERS, supra note 46, at 6 n.6 (citing Letter from Michael J. Hrinyak, Acting
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priority.
At the hearing, the undocumented person should have the
opportunity to explain why she should not be removed from the United
States and should be offered the services of a translator. The burden of
proof should be on the undocumented person to demonstrate that she
should be referred for a credible fear interview, just as the burden is on
her when she later makes her asylum claim. 89 If the person expresses fear
of persecution, she should be referred for a credible fear interview.
Furthermore, if the person proceeds to the credible fear interview, the
CBP supervisor should review carefully the decision of the initial
immigration
inspector.
Repeated
unwarranted
removals
of
undocumented persons should be recorded in an immigration inspector's
employment file and should subject the inspector to disciplinary action or
revocation of employment.
Because any frivolous or unsubstantiated claims will be screened out
during the credible fear interview, such a safeguard would begin to
address the serious violations occurring at United States points of entry
by ensuring that undocumented persons are not improperly removed.
Furthermore, bringing such violations to light would create greater
accountability on the part of immigration inspectors, encouraging them
to perform their duties more diligently.
IV.

PREJUDICIAL EFFECT OF STATEMENTS MADE AT

POINTS OF ENTRY IN LATER ASYLUM ADJUDICATION

A. THE USCIRF STUDY'S FINDINGS REGARDING THE EFFECT OF POINT-OFENTRY STATEMENTS

Undocumented persons who pass their initial screening at the point
of entry nonetheless encounter many other problems during the
Expedited Removal process. The USCIRF Study found that many
undocumented persons who had expressed a credible fear of persecution
at the credible fear screening and who later appeared before an
immigration judge were ultimately denied asylum because of statements
made to immigration officials at the point of entry. In 40 percent of cases
in which asylum applicants were denied relief by a judge, the judge cited
inconsistencies between the applicant's in-court statements and
statements made by the applicant at the point of entry. 9 In almost onefourth of these cases, the judge predicated his finding on the fact that in
court, the applicant "added details" to her prior statements at the point
Executive Director, Immigration Policy and Programs, Office of Field Operations, INS, to Mark
Hetfield, Director, International Refugee Issues, Commission on International Religious Freedom
(Feb. 2, 2005)).
89. 8 U.S.C. § It58(b)(I)(B)(i) (2000).
o
9 . ASYLUM SEEKERS, supra note 46, at 7.
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of entry.9' As the USCIRF Study points out, "such negative credibility
findings fail to take into account that the records of these prior
statements are, according to the findings of the USCIRF Study, often
unreliable and incomplete." 9'
The credible fear standard, which does not require an
undocumented person to produce all of the evidence needed to meet the
"well-founded fear" standard required of her asylum claim,93 is intended
to provide her with additional safeguards, but in practice often results in
the subsequent denial of her asylum application. Immigration judges' use
of statements made during the credible fear interview and failure to
consider evidence omitted during the credible fear interview contradict
the very purpose of having distinct burdens of proof. The relaxed
"credible fear" standard allows undocumented persons the opportunity
to later provide more evidence substantiating their asylum applications.
Denying applicants asylum later because they "added details"' to their
point-of-entry application eviscerates the credible fear standard and
demonstrates that in practice, Expedited Removal is not working to
safeguard the rights of asylum seekers.
B.

OTHER PROBLEMS WITH STATEMENTS MADE AT POINTS OF ENTRY

Statements made by undocumented persons at points of entry are
unreliable not only because, as the USCIRF Study points out, they are
not always properly reported by immigration inspectors, but also because
the circumstances under which they are made (or not made) do not
guarantee their accuracy. First, a person who has just arrived in the
United States after fleeing her home country because of persecution is
likely to be suffering from trauma, fatigue and disorientation.95 Asylum
seekers may have suffered physical and psychological torture and may96
have witnessed the torture of others, including their family members.
As Lavinia Limon, director of the Office of Refugee Resettlement at the
Department of Health and Human Services, explains: "[Torture victims]
often cannot express themselves effectively in asylum interviews because
they cannot speak articulately of their experiences, and they feel
vulnerable to all officials. They have learned not to trust any government
officials and authorities to help them. They have been weakened and
disabled psychologically from the torture."'
91. Id.
92. Id.
93. See OFFICE OF FIELD OPERATIONS, supra note 20.
94. See ASYLUM SEEKERS, supranote 46, at 7.
95. HUMAN RIGHTS FIRST, supra note 2.
96. Id.
97. United States Policy Towards Victims of Torture: Hearing before the Subcomm. on
InternationalOperationsand Human Rights of the H. Comm. on InternationalRelations, io6th Cong.
(June 28, 1999) (statement of Lavinia Limon, Director, Office of Refugee Resettlement, Dep't of
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Second, refugees are not entitled to formal representation of counsel
at the credible fear interview." Although they may seek the advice of an
attorney, people arriving at points of entry and thrown into the quicklymoving credible fear interview process often do not have the resources,
time, or English-language skills to secure representation.99
Third, individuals apprehended at points of entry are "not permitted
to communicate with family, friends, [or] business associates.""
Undocumented persons attempting to express a credible fear of
persecution may therefore have additional difficulty substantiating their
claim with particulars regarding the persecution they underwent.
Finally, the "statements" made by undocumented persons at points
of entry are gleaned from immigration inspectors' reports, which do not
purport to be verbatim transcripts of what the undocumented person
said."' Such reports may omit certain details of an applicant's account of
her persecution not because the immigration inspector intended to
misrepresent the applicant's statements, but because he was not able to
record every fact relayed to him. Predicating a negative credibility
finding on alleged omissions in these statements is, therefore,
problematic.
Although the relaxed credible fear standard requires asylum seekers
to present less evidence than they will need before an immigration judge,
the USCIRF Study demonstrates that the evidence they do not present at
the point of entry often counts against them later.' 2 Asylum seekers are
therefore penalized for not providing details which they should not be
expected to provide at such an early phase in the process, and which in
any event they would have great difficulty providing due to the
circumstances of their entry, their lack of contact with counsel or family
members, and their lack of knowledge that such details may be expected
of them. The nature of immigrations inspectors' reports and the later
misuse of these reports further compounds the problem.

Health and Human Services).
98. Memorandum from the Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR), Interim Operating
Policy and Procedure Memorandum 97-3: Procedures for Credible Fear and Claimed Status Reviews 4
(Mar. 25, 1997), available at http://www.usdoj.gov/eoir/efoia/ocij/oppm97/97-3.pdf.; see also HUMAN

RIGHTS FIRST, supra note 2.
99. HUMAN RIoHTS FIRST, supra note 2.
loo. Kenney, supra note 39, at 3.
Iio.See Letter from 54 faith-based and secular organizations to Michael Chertoff, Sec'y of
Homeland Security 2 (Apr. 22, 2005) (on file with the author) ("DHS should.., make clear that
airport statements are not transcripts.").
102. See infra Part IV.B.I; see also ASYLUM SEEKERS, supra note 46, at 7.
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THE UNRELIABILITY OF CLAIMS MADE IN OTHER EARLY PHASES OF THE
ASYLUM PROCESS

Outside of the Expedited Removal context, 3 some immigration
judges uphold the denial of asylum applications because of

inconsistencies between an applicant's testimony and her written
application or between statements made to an asylum officer and later
testimony before the immigration judge. 4 Immigration judges often
point to these alleged inconsistencies in order to deny otherwise valid
asylum claims."05

Federal circuit courts reviewing the rulings of immigration courts
have held that statements made in the early phases of an asylum
application should not be the basis of an adverse credibility finding when

such statements are based on "minor discrepancies, inconsistencies or
omissions" and do not go "to the heart of the asylum claim."' 6 In Singh
v. INS, the Ninth Circuit reversed an adverse credibility finding and
denial of asylum application by the Board of Immigration Appeals,
which had based its finding on inconsistencies between the applicant's
statements at the airport and the applicant's later testimony at his asylum
hearing." The Singh court noted that "[r]equiring evidentiary detail

from an airport interview..,

ignores the reality of the interview

process.""' The court pointed to several factors, including the fact that
the applicant spoke no English, that the record provided no information
about how his interview was conducted or his documents were prepared,
and, most notably, that the sort of interview he underwent did not
provide him with the same opportunity to explain his case as would be

103. An undocumented person who has been physically present in the United States may make
what is known as an affirmative asylum application within one year of entry to the United States. 8
U.S.C. § 158(a)(I)-(2) (2000). Affirmative asylum applicants are interviewed by an asylum officer,
who is authorized to grant the applicant asylum. Id. A decision to deny asylum may be renewed by an
immigration judge and then reviewed by the Board of Immigration Appeals and by a federal Circuit
Court of Appeals. Seeld. § 1I58(d)(5)(A); Executive Office for Immigration Review, U.S. Dep't of
Justice, Board of Immigration Appeals, at http://www.usdoj.gov/eoirbiainfo.htm.
Io 4 . See, e.g., Singh v. Ashcroft, 362 F.3d 1164, Ii68 (9th Cir. 2004) (holding that the Board of
Immigration Appeals must provide an asylum applicant with a reasonable opportunity to offer an
explanation of any perceived inconsistencies that form the basis of denial of asylum).
105. See Singh v. INS, 292 F.3 d 1017, 1021 (9th Cir. 2002); Aguilera-Cota v. INS, 914 F.2d 1375,
1382 (9th Cir. 199o); see generally United States v. Orellana-Blanco, 294 F.3d 1143, 1148 (9th Cir.
2002).

IO6. See, e.g, Hincapie v. U.S. Attorney Gen., No. 04-13551, 2005 U.S. App. LEXIS 8428, at *12
(iith Cir. 2005) (quoting Gao v. Ashcroft, 299 F. 3 d 266, 272 (3d Cir. 2002)); Gao, 299 F.3d at 272
(quoting Ceballos-Castillo v. INS, 904 F.2d 519,520 (9th Cir. i99o)); Chebchoub v. INS, 257 F.3d io38,
1043 (9th Cir. 2001); Diallo v. INS, 232 F.3d 279, 288 (2d Cir. 2000).
107. 292 F.3d 1I7. Although Singh was decided after the advent of Expedited Removal, Singh
had entered the United States before the statute became effective. Therefore, he was interviewed at
the airport and then presented his case in an asylum hearing before an immigration judge. See id.
IO8. Id. at io2i.
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provided in a formal asylum application."° The Singh court also noted
the "stressful circumstances of entry into a new country""' and the
applicant's natural fear and distrust of authority resulting from the
torture and persecution he underwent in his native country."'
In Aguilera-Cota v. INS, the Ninth Circuit recognized, in reviewing
the denial of an asylum application, that written asylum applications may
not be complete or sufficiently detailed due to circumstance, but not
because of a lack of credibility on the part of the applicant."2 The court
held that even the applicant's unquestionable contradictions-for
example, stating that he had two children on his application when he
actually had four-were not a sufficient basis for an adverse credibility
finding." 3
In United States v. Orellana-Blanco,the Ninth Circuit held that an
asylum applicant who signed the written notes of his interviewing officer
nonetheless did not adopt these notes under the Federal Rules of
Evidence."4 The court noted that the language barrier faced by the
applicant rendered inadequate the evidence that the defendant had
actually made or adopted the statements in the written notes."5 Several
other circuit courts of appeal have
recently heard similar cases and
6
concurred with the Ninth Circuit."
D.

CREDIBILITY FINDINGS UNDER THE REAL ID ACT

The Real ID Act of 2005, passed last May, provides that a trier of
fact reviewing an asylum application may assess various factors in
determining an applicant's credibility:
[A] trier of fact may base a credibility determination on the demeanor,
candor, or responsiveness of the applicant or witness, the inherent
plausibility of the applicant's or witness's account, the consistency
between the applicant's or witness's written and oral statements
(whenever made and whether or not under oath, and considering the
circumstances under which the statements were made), the internal
consistency of each such statement, the consistency of such statements
with other evidence of record (including the reports of the Department
to9. Id. at 1022.
iIo. Id.

iii. Id. at 1023.
112. 914 F.2d 1375,1382 ( 9 th Cir. i99o).

113. Id.
114. 294 F.3d 1143, 1148 ( 9 th Cir. 2002); FED.R. EvID. 8oI(d)(2)(A).

15. 294 F.3 d at 1148.
I6. See, e.g., Zewdie v. Ashcroft, 381 F.3d 804, 809 (8th Cir. 2004) (holding that failure to mention
prison abuse to an asylum officer does not necessarily undermine credibility); Mihaylov v. Ashcroft,
379 F.3d 15, 21 (1st Cir. 2004) (finding an applicant credible in explaining discrepancies between the
asylum interview and testimony before the immigration judge); Liu v. Ashcroft, 372 F.3d 529, 533-34
(3d Cir. 2004) (finding that purported inconsistencies in an asylum applicant's testimony concerning
the gender of her aborted child, the date of her baptism, and the length of her pregnancy before
abortion were insufficient to support a finding that she was not credible).
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of State on country conditions), and any inaccuracies or falsehoods in
such statements, without regard to whether an inconsistency,
inaccuracy, or falsehood goes to the heart of the applicant's claim, or
any other relevant factor."7

These factors become problematic when viewed in the context of
Expedited Removal: statements made by an undocumented person, no
matter how unrelated they are to the person's asylum claim, could be
used as the basis of an adverse credibility finding in adjudicating her
application. Under the provisions of the Real ID Act, the applicant in
this Note's introductory hypothetical" 8 could be found incredible if she
testifies in court that her husband is forty-eight years old, when at the
point of entry she had said that he is fifty years old. Such an outcome is
inconsistent with the determinations of various circuit courts and is
ultimately inequitable.
E.

SOLUTIONS: CREDIBILITY FINDINGS SHOULD NOT BE PREDICATED ON
MINOR INCONSISTENT STATEMENTS OR OMISSIONS AND THE REAL

ACT SHOULD

ID

BE AMENDED

The circumstances of the credible fear interview mirror the
situations described in the circuit court cases above: the applicant has
very recently entered the United States, may be fearful or distrustful of
authority due to recent torture or other persecution, and often does not
speak English. Furthermore, the scope of the applicant's testimony at the
credible fear interview mirrors the scope of the applicant's preliminary
testimony in the above circuit court cases: at the credible fear interview,
applicants need not provide all of the information that will later be
required at their asylum hearing;"9 similarly, as noted in Singh, the
opportunity for explanation initially afforded to an asylum applicant is
not the same opportunity she would have in a full asylum hearing. 20
Immigration judges should not, therefore, give weight to omissions
or minor inconsistent statements made by asylum applicants at the point
of entry or at the credible fear interview. To do so is often fatal to an
asylum application. Rather, immigration judges should follow the lead of
several circuit courts in recognizing that early phases of the asylum
process afford less protection to applicants. They should not consider an
omission at the point-of-entry interview or credible fear interview to
contradict details later provided in court, because, as the Singh court
noted, the applicant was not afforded the same opportunity to develop
her story during the early phases of her application, nor was the same
level of detail required of her. For the same reasons, they should not
117. 8 U.S.C.A. § 1158(2005).

II8. See Introduction supra.
I 19. See OFFICE OF FIELD OPERATIONS, supra note 20, and accompanying text.
120. Singh v. INS, 292 F.3 d 1017,1023 ( 9 th Cir. 2002).
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predicate negative credibility findings on minor inconsistencies between
an applicant's in-court testimony and her previous statements.
Such considerations do not contradict the provisions of the Real ID
Act, which provides that credibility determinations should be made
considering the "totality of circumstances, and all relevant factors ....'
The House Conference report accompanying the Real ID Act notes that
"although [the Real ID Act] would allow an adjudicator to base an
adverse credibility determination on any of the factors set forth therein,
such a determination must be reasonable and take into consideration the
individual circumstances of the specific witness and/or applicant .....
Consideration of an applicant's prior statements or omissions should,
therefore, include appreciation of (I) the circumstances under which her
prior statements were made and the burden of proof the applicant was
required to meet; and (2) the circumstances of her in-court testimony and
the well-founded fear standard she must meet in court. Finding an
applicant incredible based on minor inconsistencies is not "reasonable"
given the "individual circumstances" of an applicant's testimony at the
point of entry and therefore would violate Congress's intent in passing
the Real ID Act.'23
Finally, Congress should amend the credibility provisions of the
Real ID Act in light of the USCIRF Study's findings concerning the
unreliability of statements made at the point of entry. Given the
potentially devastating effects of an unduly stringent application of the
Real ID Act's provisions, courts should not be given discretion to find
asylum applicants incredible based on minor inconsistencies or
omissions.
V.

DETENTION OF UNDOCUMENTED PERSONS
IN THE ASYLUM PROCESS

A.

THE CURRENT SYSTEM AND THE COMMISSION'S RECOMMENDATIONS

An undocumented person who surmounts the obstacles of initial
inspection at the point of entry and the credible fear interview is left with
a final hurdle-her asylum hearing before an immigration judge. Some
applicants await this hearing in detention centers for months and even
years.'24 The USCIRF Study found significant problems with the
detention of individuals awaiting their asylum hearings. Most asylum
seekers are detained in jails or jail-like facilities, often sharing their cells
with criminal inmates. 2 ' Many of the DHS's detention centers resemble
121. 8 U.S.C.A. § 1158 (2005).
122. H.R. REP. No. 109-72, at 292 (2005) (Conf. Rep.).
123.

Id.

124. See HUMAN RIrrs
125.

Id.

FIRST, supranote 2, at

II.C.
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prisons. 26 The DHS centers do not employ guards trained to work with
torture victims, and only five of the nineteen centers observed in the
USCIRF Study provide any mental health staff for detainees. 27 The
detention centers, whose conditions include "24-hour lights, chained
walks to go eat, no privacy even to use the toilet and little chance to
exercise outdoors"'
are likely to exacerbate the effects of the
persecution asylum seekers may have suffered in their home countries.
One former detainee told interviewers that "[t]he whole detention
system is there to break you down further ... You are not even allowed
to cry. If you do, they take you to isolation."'29
The USCIRF Study recommends that asylum officers be permitted
to grant asylum in approvable cases at the credible fear interview in
order to reduce both the time spent by undocumented persons in
detention and the funds expended by the government on detention. 3 °
The USCIRF Study argues that asylum officers are already trained to
make determinations in asylum cases,' 3' and that allowing them the
authority to grant asylum during the Expedited Removal process would
not prejudice undocumented persons who are denied asylum and later
seek review before an immigration judge.'32 Although the USCIRF
Study's recommendation might reduce the time spent by individuals in
detention (and the resulting costs to the government), these benefits are
outweighed by the potential dangers of allowing adjudication of asylum
claims soon after an undocumented person's arrival in the United States,
especially in light of the Real ID Act's corroboration requirements.
B.

DHS OFFICERS
Undocumented persons could be prejudiced if asylum officers could
grant asylum at the credible fear interview primarily because of problems
with the early stages of the asylum application process. As discussed,
there are many obstacles to providing a complete and persuasive asylum
application during the early phases of the process.'33 All of these
obstacles-the effects of recent trauma and displacement, the lack of
access to counsel, the inability to produce evidence due to lack of
communication with family and friends, and linguistic barriers-make
final adjudication of an applicant's asylum claim at this stage in the
process unadvisable. An applicant asked to demonstrate a well-founded
ASYLUM CLAIMS SHOULD NOT

BE

ADJUDICATED BY

126. ASYLUM SEEKERS, supra note 46, at 7.
127. Nina Bernstein & Marc Santora, Asylum Seekers Treated Poorly, U.S. Panel Says, N.Y. TIMES,
Feb. 8, 2005, at AI.
128.
129.
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13o. ASYLUM SEEKERS, supra note 46, at 54.
131. See id.
132. Id.

133. See supraPart IV.B.
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fear of persecution at this stage in her asylum application, with limited
chances of obtaining representation and with so little time to collect
evidence and prepare her case, can be disadvantaged significantly.
Even though decisions made by asylum officers in the process
proposed by the USCIRF Study would be reviewable by an immigration
judge, the applicant risks prejudice upon review of her application.
Statements made in her application to the asylum officer could later
serve as the basis of an adverse credibility finding before the reviewing
immigration judge. As discussed in Part IV, inconsistencies between
statements made early in the asylum application process and statements
made to an immigration judge should not be used against applicants.
However, because these statements often are used against applicants,
allowing an applicant to present her case early may count against her in
the long run.
Furthermore, the Real ID Act's provisions concerning corroboration
of an applicant's testimony advise against adjudication of asylum
applications shortly after an undocumented person's entry to the United
States. Although the Ninth Circuit repeatedly has allowed an asylum
applicant's testimony alone to sustain her burden of proving eligibility
for asylum,'34 recent changes to immigration law under the Real ID Act
provide that the trier of fact nonetheless may require the applicant to
provide evidence corroborating her testimony.' Under these recent
provisions, corroborating evidence requested by the trier of fact "must be
provided unless the applicant does not have the evidence and cannot
reasonably obtain the evidence."': Although this provision allows for
consideration of the often-difficult circumstances under which an
applicant arrives in the United States and may excuse an applicant who
cannot reasonably obtain evidence, the determination of whether
evidence can be obtained is left to the trier of fact. Allowing an asylum
134. See, e.g., Pe v. INS, Io F. App'x 589, 589 (9th Cir. 2001) (holding that credible testimony may
satisfy an asylum applicant's burden of proof); Salaam v. INS, 229 F.3d 1234, 1239 ( 9 th Cir. 2000)
(holding that when an asylum applicant credibly testifies to certain facts, those facts are deemed true,
and no further corroboration is required); Shoafera v. INS, 228 F.3d IO7O, xo75 (9th Cir. 2000)
(holding that because asylum applicants are not required to produce documentary evidence to support
claims of persecution, an applicant's uncontroverted and credible testimony was sufficient to establish
claim of persecution based on ethnicity). Other circuit courts of appeal require that an immigration
judge denying asylum applications for lack of corroborating evidence make an explicit credibility
finding, explain why the requested corroboration is reasonable, and/or explain why the applicant's
reason for not producing corroborating evidence is inadequate. See, e.g., Gontcharova v. Ashcroft, 384
F.3d 873, 877 (7th Cir. 2004); Diallo v. INS, 232 F.3d 279, 287-89 (2d Cir. 2oo0).
135. 8 U.S.C.A § 1158 (2005). This provision contradicts previous regulations and the standard
adopted by the Ninth Circuit, which do not require corroborating testimony. See, e.g., Chand v. INS,
222 F.3d to66, 1077 (9th Cir. 2000) ("[clredible testimony by itself is sufficient to support an asylum
claim"); see also 8 C.F.R. § I2O8.13(a) (2005) ("[tjhe testimony of the applicant, if credible, may be
sufficient to sustain the burden of proof without corroboration.").
136. 8 U.S.C.A § 1158 (italics added).
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officer the discretion to request corroborating evidence of an applicant
so early in the process remains dangerous. As the Third Circuit Court of
Appeals noted, "it is escape and flight, not litigation and corroboration,
that is foremost in the mind of an alien who comes to these shores fleeing
detention, torture and persecution. ' 37 Given the Real ID Act's
heightened corroboration requirements, it is disadvantageous to shorten
the amount of time an undocumented person is given to develop her
asylum application.
Finally, Congress specifically intended for the IIAIRA to allow for a
hearing before an immigration judge."" As Senator Orrin Hatch

explained, judicial review allows for the participation and contribution of
an impartial individual who is not associated with the DHS.'39 Asylum
officers, although specially trained to adjudicate asylum cases in certain
situations,4' are not immigration judges. Asylum officers have been

found to have erroneously deported people who they did not believe met
the credible fear standard, because of the officers' own inadequate
information and misunderstanding of the law.' 4'
In all but one of these cases, the asylum officers believed that the
asylum seekers were telling the truth and were genuinely afraid of
returning home; they were denied the right to apply for asylum
because the asylum officers decided, in these very preliminary
interviews, that the asylum seekers did not satisfy certain technical
requirements of asylum law.' 42

Given the weaknesses of an asylum application presented at such an
early stage in the application process, granting authority to asylum
officers to adjudicate claims may result in miscarriages of justice through
the Expedited Removal process.
C.

THE NEED FOR MANDATORY CONDITIONAL PAROLE

The best solution to the current detention situation is for the DHS to
grant mandatory parole to those meeting the credible fear standard
provided that they do not pose certain security threats. Under current
regulations, DHS has discretion to release on parole persons
demonstrating a credible fear of persecution. 43 The Attorney General
137. Dia v. Ashcroft, 353 F. 3 d 228, 253 (3d Cir. 2003).
138. 142 CONG. REc. Si1 7 11-OI (daily ed. Sept. 28, 1996) (statement of Sen. Simpson) (expedited
removal "should curb the abuse of our asylum system while still providing a hearing for an
immigration judge to those who make an asylum claim.").
139. 142 CONG. REC. S11491-o2 (daily ed. Sept. 27, 1996) (statement of Sen. Hatch).
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should promulgate regulations stating that asylum seekers be referred to
detention only upon a finding of extenuating circumstances. In defining
these extenuating circumstances, the Attorney General should look to
current asylum legislation, which sets forth a list of reasons for which
undocumented persons meeting the "well-founded fear" standard should
nonetheless be denied asylum.'" These reasons include: (I) if the
applicant herself has persecuted others in her home country; (2) if,
having been convicted of a serious crime (such as an aggravated felony),
the applicant presents a threat to the United States; (3) if there are
serious reasons for believing she has committed a serious nonpolitical
crime outside the United States; (4) if there are reasonable grounds for
believing she is a danger to United States security; and (5) if the
applicant has been involved in terrorist activity.' 45 If the asylum seeker
falls under one of the above categories, then she may be placed in
detention until the adjudication of her asylum application. Otherwise,
she should be paroled immediately, and should be provided with the
names of local attorneys specializing in asylum law and with a list of local
resources for refugees and trauma survivors.
CONCLUSION

In the best of all possible worlds, the Expedited Removal system
would be abolished, and the United States would return to its previous
policy of allowing all undocumented persons arriving at points of entry
an appealable hearing before an immigration judge. Given the recent
expansions of the scope of Expedited Removal,' however, this option
seems less and less likely. The USCIRF Study has elucidated problems
with the reliability of statements made by undocumented persons at
points of entry that-in light of recent changes in immigration law under
the Real ID Act and the traumatic circumstances of recent flight from
persecution- highlight the need for triers of fact to give proper weight to
such statements and call for changes in the Real ID Act's credibility
provisions. The USCIRF Study has uncovered many problems with the
Expedited Removal process and has made various suggestions for
reform, many of which would greatly improve the process as it is
currently implemented. However, with respect to one of the most
horrifying realities of the system-the detention of asylum applicants in
jail-like facilities-the Commission's solutions are not ideal.
The solutions offered herein -providing for review of deportations
made at points of entry, relaxing the evidentiary impact of statements
made at points of entry, amending the credibility provisions of the Real

144. 8 U.S.C. § 1158(b)(2)(A) (2000).
145. Id.
146. See supra Part II and notes 22-27.
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ID Act, and providing for mandatory conditional parole of
undocumented persons meeting the credible fear standard-are
imperfect. Many problems will remain in the system, and many
individuals with a well-founded fear of persecution will nonetheless end
up back in their native countries. However, these solutions demand that
immigration judges and personnel take greater responsibility for their
decisions, and especially in the case of review of point-of-entry
deportations, will deter inadequate decision-making of immigration
officials who, until now, have not been held accountable for the system's
inadequacies. These solutions also ask Congress to reconsider recent
immigration legislation in light of the USCIRF Study's findings, so that
asylum applications can be adjudicated more equitably.

